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Shen Qin and Chen Qi are two contemporary artists whose paintings have 

successfully emerged this year as leaders in the contemporary Chinese arts scene, and 

we cannot but begin to give them the attention they rightly deserve. Numerous media 

interviews and popular periodicals have featured coverage of them as they have 

become stalwarts of the contemporary arts. Or perhaps as with many successful artists, 

we can soon expect coverage of gossip and other entertainment news as the popular 

media begin to exploit their success? 

 

In the contemporary arts scene, as soon as any artist is successful (by reputation or in 

the art marketplace), they will naturally attract layer upon layer of accoutrements, 

serving to package the dust of success and amidst the mist of that glamour, the public 

will lose sight of the artists’ inherent nature, thinking of the artists stereotypically. 

Recently I noticed a magazine featuring a row of famous contemporary artists on the 

cover. The exquisite cover showed the artists uniformly decked in fashionable outfits 

and striking cool poses. But in the art world, everyone knows that they are all pretty 

different, some liking publicity, some rather decadent, some quiet, and some soft, each 

with their own success, and with their own appearance. Also, when the public views 

them, and views their works, they also naturally experience their own sense of taste 

and experiences. So “a thousand readers experience a thousand Hamlets”, and this 

kind of variation, is exactly the true ecology of today’s contemporary arts. 

 

I am not too worried for these two popular contemporary artists, Shen Qin and Chen 

Qi, nor do I fear they will be “flooded by their popularity” and its accompanying 

publicity. Since their aesthetics are both ontological and they have a strong and clear 

sense of self-confidence about their creative artistic principles and the status of their 

works over the long term, so they will not likely be easily swayed by broad, popular 

aesthetic criticism and value positioning. They are artists for whom it is hard to find 

an appropriate taxonomy, though I am confident about my appreciation of their 

independence and uniqueness. 

 

Moreover, as they have been long semi-secluded in their creative processes, both of 

them have more or less a little sense of “disregarding the outside world” and its 

criticism, they have never lacked focus, instead ably focusing on completing their 

works, with attention to details and technique, and it shows in their successful 

productivity. I think given their copious intellectual reserves and self-discipline, what 

could be wrong with their “creative solitude”? Perhaps modern people truly are 

lacking in this quality. 

 

I have often discussed with Shen Qin and Chen Qi this issue: as artists, we all work 

with our hands to make a living, so forget about discussing our creative principles, the 

creative process and sense of joy from the hard work, and the sublime pleasure and 

satisfaction of innovating new imagery, or our demand for detail, or our individual 



technical preferences, or even how this may reflect a certain secret “sickness”, as it is 

really ineffable action of the depths of the heart which is essential to create a work of 

art. 

 

Whether through a priori or a fortiori theoretical analysis, it is hard to classify and 

interpret this kind of existence- what I refer to as the ecological status of the creation 

of an art work. 

 

We have experienced far too many assorted theoretical approaches or literary 

packaging, while our art works may or may not be well suited to such glamorous 

outward packaging, which may not be lively, or the superficial skin of the living 

artistic expression in all its variety. 

 

Now, Shen Qin and Chen Qi’s exhibitions provide us with a rich and robust example 

of the living arts status, and as we face their works, I am even more willing to 

embrace these two “artistic lives” from the perspectives of friend, arts colleague, and 

individually. 

 

Shen Qin: The Purity Emerging from “Hiding” 

 

In the world of vanity, Shen Qin’s “hermit-like existence” is well known. He once 

said: I am one of those who hate to be bothered, and won’t spontaneously seek out to 

change things. So, as far as painting is concerned, he explains his creative attitude 

thus: I am bothered by this society, so I seek to find a mood, which allows me and 

those who feel like me to enjoy the mood of escapism. 

 

Has he found it? He seems to have. Just look at some of his recent works: Water 

Fields at Dusk, Gardens, A Lotus Blown along the Way, A Distant Corridor’s Stone 

and Gardens, the Lotus Floating in the Breeze. 

 

The paintings are transparent, pure, uncertain, and their images are scattered like 

weightlessness, flowing out ambiguously, with a cold breath of temptation, where 

there is a paranoid attempt to dodge their fate. The texture of the painting is “subtle 

and gentle like a baby’s skin”. Thinking about those collectors who have bought Shen 

Qin’s works, they are precisely like adoptive parents truly embracing the “infant” they 

will care for ever so tenderly as if royal.  

 

In today’s vocabulary of the fast and hard, these “royals”, seems so out of place! Such 

an artistic expression, reveals how the era has lost its treasures, and needs 

renourishing from a pure and clean hearted mood, while we have left that distant era’s 

tenderness and mood, so long ago. 

 

Those former 1985 New Arts vanguard artists whose works were so profoundly cold, 

with massive frames, and a strong artistic voice, have now become today’s gentle, 



almost scholastic ambiance. What happened to result in this change? Who would have 

ever thought that Shen Qin would have a “future of the gentle cicada wings 

fluttering”? 

 

This turn of events in history, and psychological trend, is like pushing the button of 

contemporary commentary, and requires treating a considerable history of 

contemporary art in a longer essay. In short though, one could say, “personality 

determines destiny”. Shen Qin’s personality is reserved and gentle, which is quite 

unlike his nickname as “bronze head”, with a profound empathic sense while also 

being easygoing and humble. (When I think of his images in the popular fashion 

magazines, with a somewhat sullen face of a talented intellectual, and hands on his 

waist and strutting legs in a cool pose, one cannot help but smile.) Already having 

reached middle age, and past all the battle fatigue of the 1985 New Arts movement, 

while also having seen enough of the chaos of the contemporary arts scene, he has 

chosen “avoidance”. To “avoid” the public, “avoid” the popular and trendy, and even 

take “avoidance” all the way to living in a modest city to reside. Everyone treats him 

as if he is a loner, but who knew about his disdain for the trivial? 

 

Shen Qin once said: “Sometimes I place myself on the outside of events”. This is 

actually not such an easy thing to do. Shen has a very strong sense of justice, with an 

innocent approach to explore aesthetic appreciation of the beautiful and the ugly, 

while producing an aesthetic judgment which strains to the point of “obsession”. Just 

such an obsession, has meant that he has slowly withdrawn from the world, leaving 

the turbidity of art trend disputes, “avoiding” all the way to his own Shangri-La, all 

the while focusing on his “fleeting world”. His works avoid the tempestuous flares. 

Shen Qin’s path seems to be a tolerant avoidance, but his inner world is actually 

engaged in a battle for a balanced interest instead of obsession. 

 

Now look back at his paintings. Recently Shen Qin’s works are often expressions that 

“follow the heart”, as if casually flowing forth. But don’t be fooled by his images 

sense of “innocent clarity”. He “uses a lot of heart in creating those simple paintings”. 

Behind their simple strokes, are depths of heart! Shen uses his school of “purity”, to 

organize a visual trap that is hard to avoid being ensnared in, as viewers are often 

“tricked” by the stunning simplicity. Shen’s impressive mindfulness is half hidden and 

yet half revealed amidst the landscapes; dissolved in the ink’s tracks one finds clear 

patterns, all the while revealing their inchoate imagery in “stroke-less” expansive 

plains. That “exquisitely detailed spirit”, is sensed from his revealing remarks: “the 

sense of being dipped in ink means to me, the water is lightly touched with the ink, 

and the xuan paper’s movement and controlled traces, make me extremely joyful. 

Then to compare this with painting trees, or sometimes I use charcoal lines, with very 

loose detailing, it’s very comforting.” Also, “I cannot bear that the painting should 

have any unnecessary things, so each stroke is measured in rhythm and tempo, 

ensuring the final painting is clean”. He wants “paintings that reflect refinement”. 

 



This reminds us of Chen Qin’s massive landscapes, about which we might say that 

Shen has already accomplished the Song style of landscapes, while his approach is 

lively, simple, refined, and yet quite different from the Song approach, as he makes 

the deep forest mountains so peaceful in solicitude with a large expanse of abandon, 

quite surprising for its success. If one were to say the Song landscape is “heavy”, his 

rosy works are “weightless”. The American painter, Mark Rothko, with his massive 

color paintings, has a profound appeal, and Shen’s rose rouge landscapes are similar, 

where one cannot determine where the deep or shallow lie, full of allure. 

 

Also, as I see it, Shen Qin’s use of tools and textures, reveal his detail and modeling, 

for refinement which is almost “somewhat sickly” for its devotion. 

 

Here one cannot fail to mention Shen Qin’s use of sketching lines. In Shen’s paintings, 

a weightless light grey feebly flutters, and then lands upon a stone, while he then 

paints a sharp black line, which seems in place without any reason at all. He has used 

blades to paint on glass, or iron pilings to penetrate the skin with a painful sense of 

“stapling”. (Stigmata: the marks of Jesus on the Cross). He takes the images that are 

about to float off the page and returns them to the painting, as if a Zen master 

clapping one hand! In Shen Qin’s world, is he not subtly balanced and ever so 

delicately refined? 

 

To tell the truth, Shen Qin’s paintings release an ambiance that the viewer is not quite 

familiar with, as the woven voices of color fill the replete space between the viewer 

and painting- you can’t tell if you like it or not. (and if you are tempted perhaps it’s 

just all up to you anyway.) That somewhat hidden stone is like Shen Qin himself, 

cautiously emerging from the depth of the painting. His painting opens to a 

welcoming chorus of voices, and when you realize you have not serendipitously met 

another by mere chance, he immediately recedes away into the distance. 

 

Really, facing a precariously feeble lotus, or a sensitive pond, if you have an attitude 

of not caring, you will be unable to sense the hidden joys of the painting awaiting 

only the subtlest of encounters. 

 

If you don’t believe, give it a try. 

 

Chen Qi: A Calculated Beauty 

 

“The 1963 painting is finally finished, I had started it on October 10, 2008, and it took 

three months and a little to complete… I spend about 8 hours a day or more on it, 

while on weekends I spent over 12 hours.” Drawing the lines was very simple, I 

placed the pattern lines one at a time in place and interconnected them. Each solitary 

pattern had at least 3 lines, while some had interconnections of several hundred nodes. 

At the very least, 1963 has over a hundred thousand nodes.” Now consider this 

statistic: the watermark print 1963 is made from 96 blocks, and the rough renderings 



and carving used 9 colors with 3 steps, using over 2136 hours, for a work 335cm x 

780cm. 

 

I am already used to Chen Qi introducing new works with a lot of information. It’s 

quite boring as if listening to a lengthy technical engineering report. Complexity is an 

obvious aspect of Chen Qi’s works, and his art is never born of simplicity, viewers 

must be patient and intelligent, or they cannot appreciate the depth of the profundity, 

including all that information. 

 

I am always amazed at Chen Qi’s creative process in innovating pure art works, and 

rather than saying he is an artist, one might better describe him as a designer. I have 

read many of Chen’s works about his creative processes, with elegant language, and 

care in his choice of words and metaphor, rich in poetic language while also robust in 

their artistic knowledge. But then in a moment, he grabs an Ipad, dialing away, 

generating vector graphics, followed by CAD images, information, structures, nodes, 

means and medians, with a magic that just amazes. Then in an instant as he describes 

things, there mystically appears one after another image and rough draft filling the 

table. 

 

It’s just always that way: he sits down, and I hand him pen and paper, and he begins 

drawing: “Dajing, I have had an idea lately. You see, it’s like this…” 

 

I like this attitude and status. Deep in thought and considered deliberation, yet 

instantly moving one’s hands, with a robust sense of empirical truth. As Chen Qi and I 

engage in a dialogue, we rarely boast or brag, but focus on the way of art. As we 

discuss pure arts, we immediately enter into a discussion of the “technical” dimension. 

We are all interested in how to resolve issues in the creative or production process. 

And Chen is a true “Master” of these aspects. He is always working to resolve issues. 

 

Chen Qi’s woodprint techniques, especially his watermark prints are technically 

beyond compare. In his creative endeavors, he ably controls his artistic desire and 

expression to the pinnacle. In his works one sees “calculation and control” brought to 

its characteristic uniqueness. As mentioned earlier, Chen’s works are never the 

product of simplicity, and never result from a mere “flash of the brush”. Just look at 

the information in this article and its arrangement describing the first chapter of his 

creation, this kind of parade and toss, and do not say no to those who, at least, will 

find it all unprecedented. His works structure reveals a tremendous use of brain power 

to draw vector graphs confirming his rough drawings. His woodprints 1963, 1912, 

2012, Notations of Time and An Uncertain Existence, installation are all like this. I 

have seen some of his vector graphs, and at the time I first wanted to avoid them. “I 

thought they were thin like hair, and dense like a spider’s web”. Then I noticed they 

had numbers on them! And some of them were 3.35m ×7.8m, or 3.8m ×14m！ 

 

Later when the complete works were hung, I looked intensely at the multilayered 



colored prints, with their precision printing, one stroke at a time, with a careful eye 

guiding precise hands, as the woodprint skill was elucidated, and between the rhythm 

of the shapes, lines met lines in a creative soliloquy, creating sensitive space through 

their precise delineation. The clear lines and detailed layers created a world of 

imaginary engaging, with images floating aloft… these were beautiful reflections of a 

truly calculated sort. 

 

Chen is adept at putting detail into his work. “From the highly detailed elements one 

can sense the massive world, explicated from the mindful spirit of an individual 

seeking to give the world a narrative interpretation”. And this detail is what makes it 

so realistic. Chen Qi’s created beauty, and its uniquely controlled principles, rely on 

technical calculations for support, creating a hard beauty. Just imagine: “each solitary 

pattern curve, has at least three and as many as several hundred nodes 

interconnecting”. 

 

In 2013, Chen Qi planned an exhibition of the China Woodblock Artists Studio 

Alliance at the Jiangsu Art Museum, entitled I am here, as an effort to display the 

tragic sense of woodprinting. Chen Qi was also of course on exhibit with his 2012, a 

massive 4.8m by 14m long watermark hung on a wall. 

 

Some observers noted the painting lacked “intense emotion”. I knew that that 

perception resulted from the “calculation and control”. The massive wall felt alone. 

There was no center, and no boundaries, without a high tide and horizon, and even 

more so lacking any visual waves. It looked like undulating ripples of black patterns, 

or an almost barren lack of emotion as if nearing demise.  

 

But I knew, this painting involved countless nodes, with painstakingly controlled 

details in the patterns, and the intensity of mindfulness behind the work and its 

planning and execution, were simply beyond compare. This controlled expression of a 

stable structure has already revealed such a profound depth of emotion!  

 

Qijun could “stop ten with one”, while Xionghui could “stop ten with one”, and I 

would choose the latter approach of strength in numbers. So many simple elements 

repeat themselves to create a massive work with a uniform tempo, for a truly majestic 

“expression”. (Just imagine the traditional Chinese painting, Chao Dynasty Fairies 

Heading to Battle, with its coterie of fairies in repetitive lines, as the entire painting 

has a regal sense of depth to it.) 

 

2012 also achieves this kind of expression. Through a myriad of knife marks, water, 

surface and shadows, creating a strong structure on the surface, with burgeoning 

waves beneath, as if soon to burst through, and a heady tension. As we approach the 

work, the dark yields forth from throughout. Then one is entranced amidst the cool 

mist of the cloudy veil of a “low pressure front” surrounding the icy mountain. 

 



Chen Qi had previously done many works in his “Water Series” woodprints. His early 

works were replete with transformations of watery patterns, bursting forth in ink. 

Then his “Water Series” became much heavier, until his 2012 when his ideas 

solidified. 

 

In 2013, his 2012 was hung at the Jiangsu Art Museum. From a distance, one could 

sense they were floating reliefs, on the surface of the water, and yet one could not 

pierce through them. 

 

Now, Shen Qin and Chen Qi are holding a joint exhibition. Look at how these two 

artists over the years have developed their artistic visions: Shen Qin’s narrative begins 

with the 1985 New Arts Movement, step by step evolving, while a weakly weightless 

expression began to witness strong supports recalling his mindful inwardness, as if he 

had escaped the confines of the world to a state of purity. His works are now 

calculated “subtractions”. 

 

But Chen Qi is quite the opposite. In his early years he featured pure woodprint works, 

with elegant images of the zither and lotus blooms, until his work with all manner of 

flora and fauna. Recently his work involves an installation measuring 40m Notations 

of Time: Flying with the Wind, collating sculpture, architecture and lighting together, 

displaying an interdisciplinary ability and ambition, candidly revealing without a 

doubt. Chen is clearly engaged in “addition”. 

 

This one addition and one subtraction, surely tell a narrative of the art history of our 

era. But as a close confidante, and fellow painter, I am even more willing to directly 

engage their works. The contents of their paintings, lead me to such a wealth of 

emotion, to gaze, or engage in wishful thinking, or wonder, and envy. This is precisely 

the significance that massive paintings should evoke. Facing these outstanding works, 

I should engage in a cold, considered analysis, explicating them rationally, or so it 

would seem, and yet how much passion would be lost in the process? Whether one 

likes their meal hot or cold, it all depends on one’s individual taste, and I am not sure 

which like I will have offended? 

 

Perhaps we should then refocus on the works themselves. They speak volumes, 

experience them as you will, so it should be. 

 

In this world there is only one Shen Qin, and one Chen Qi, and if you are able to 

witness their exhibition, you will find that in the eyes of the public, there are indeed a 

thousand Shen Qin’s, and a thousand Chen Qi’s. 
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